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We present an attempt to infer a rainfall threshold for landsliding using logistic regression. For the purpose, we have used a global (worldwide) database of 2626 rainfall events that have resulted in shallow landslides and debris flows, and 1185 rainfall
events that have not resulted in slope failures. The rainfall conditions that have caused
shallow slope failures have been used to determine the minimum rainfall intensityduration (ID) threshold for the possible initiation of shallow landslides and debris
flows. The threshold curve has been obtained using an objective technique that exploits
Bayesian inference. To estimate the probability of having or not having a landslide
event (the dependent, dichotomic variable), we developed a statistical model based
on logistic regression. Each rainfall event is treated using a transformed variable z
(explanatory variable) that depends on the mean rainfall intensity and the rainfall duration, linked by the ID threshold. The logistic curve is parameterized by a critical
threshold zc, giving the 50% mark of the step function and an uncertainty ó (smoothing
of the step function). The most likely values of zc and ó are inferred using a Bayesian
inference software package called WinBUGS (http://www.mrc-bsu.cam.ac.uk/bugs/)
based on the assumption that the data are Bernoulli coin tosses with probability given
by a logistic curve in z. The logistic model is able to classify correctly (73%) the
presence or absence of landslide events, and it proves to be statistically reliable and
robust. The developed model could be used, e.g. by regional or national Civil Protection Agencies to estimate the occurrence probability of rainfall-induced landslides
from numerical precipitation forecasts.

